With the fluid line of its shapes and the equilibrium of its soft volumes, the Lawson seating system explores different types of chairs, offering innovative solutions that push out the traditional style boundaries, ranging from small lounge armchairs to the larger easy chair, and even sofas.

The arrangement depicted is just one example of the many different compositions possible with our seating systems. We suggest that you contact the nearest Minotti dealer to explore the options most suited to your needs and select the upholstery of your choice from the exclusive Minotti collection.
SOFA ARRANGEMENT
1. LAWSON LARGE
   OPEN SOFA CHAISE-LONGUE - SX
   CM 214X132 H80
2. LAWSON LARGE
   OPEN ROUND SOFA - DX
   CM 268X150 H80
3. LAWSON LARGE
   OPEN SEMI-ROUND ELEMENT - SX
   CM 185X101 H80
4. LAWSON LARGE
   OPEN ELEMENT - DX - CM 216X98 H80
5. LAWSON
   OTTOMAN Ø CM 100 H38

FURNISHING ACCESSORIES
6. LAWSON LOUNGE
   ARMCHAIR CM 72X78 H74
7. DELAUNAY QUILT
   ARMCHAIR CM 76X83 H76
8. AMBER
   OPEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE
   CM 84X86 H36
9. AMBER
   ROUND OPEN SIDEBOARD
   CM 179X79 H36
10. AMBER
    STORAGE COFFEE TABLE WITH DRAWER
    CM 84X86 H36
11. CLIVE
    SIDE TABLE CM 160X45 H39
12. WEDGE
    COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 135 H29
13. GRANT
    COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 55 H38
14. ANISH
    COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 50 H40
15. BAILLY
    COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 52 H30
16. GRANT
    COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 35 H38
17. WISP ROUNDY
    RUG CM 750X550 - SPECIAL SIZE

Minotti
| 6 | LAWSON LOUNGE  
| ARMCHAIR CM 72X78 H74 |
| 7 | DELAUNAY QUILT  
| ARMCHAIR CM 76X83 H76 |
| 8 | AMBER  
| OPEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE  
| CM 84X86 H36 |
| 9 | AMBER  
| ROUND OPEN SIDEBOARD  
| CM 179X179 H36 |
| 10 | AMBER  
| STORAGE COFFEE TABLE WITH DRAWER  
| CM 84X86 H36 |
| 11 | CLIVE  
| SIDE TABLE CM 160X45 H39 |
| 12 | WEDGE  
| COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 135 H29 |
| 13 | GRANT  
| COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 55 H38 |
| 14 | ANISH  
| COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 50 H40 |
| 15 | BAILLY  
| COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 52 H30 |
| 16 | GRANT  
| COFFEE TABLE Ø CM 35 H38 |
| 17 | WISP ROUNDY  
| RUG CM 750X550 SPECIAL SIZE |